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FOREWORD

The Indian electricity grid is one of the largest grids in the world
opera ng in synchronism over a large area covering 3.2 million
square kilometres and a popula on of 1.3 billion. Reliable
opera on of such a large machine is a growing concern. Power
System Stability has been a growing concern for the electricity
grid planners and operators worldwide. In the backdrop of
exponen al growth in the power sector, stability is generally taken for granted. However,
such an approach could be fatal.
Small signal stability is important for large electricity grids such as ours. The demand of
electric power is ever increasing in India, and the tolerance for any disrup on in the power
supply is also reducing. Renewable Energy (RE) genera on, Distributed Genera on, High
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) systems, 765 kV AC transmission system, high capacity
genera ng units (660 MW and above) impact in various ways the opera on of the system.
The expecta ons from electricity markets have resulted in pushing the system closer to
the limits. It is important that the stability aspect is not lost sight of.
This report on Low Frequency Oscilla ons (LFO) in the Indian power system by POSOCO is
a mely one. Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS) through synchrophasor
technology has been deployed in India since May 2010 and today we have nearly sixty
three (63) Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) being used. These have given an excellent
insight into the area of small signal stability. These need to be backed up by me domain
simula ons and a small beginning has been made in this area. Availability of proper
models of generators, HVDC and FACTS devices is the key to a high ﬁdelity me domain
simula on. Model veriﬁca on and valida on needs to be a con nuous process fully
involving all stakeholders.
Necessary changes in our Grid Codes and encouraging u li es to comply with these
s pula ons would help in ensuring the quality of simula on outputs and iden fying the
right remedial measures to be taken by the stakeholders. It is only a er these rigorous
simula ons that power system operators can feel conﬁdent about loading systems to the
limits. This report would be useful to all those involved in power system studies. Readers
are encouraged to kindly give their feedback so that further improvements are possible. I
look forward to further work by POSOCO in this key area.

I.S. Jha
Chairman & Managing Director
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1 Introduction
Any Power System should have three types of stability namely rotor-angle stability, frequency
stability and voltage stability for its stable operation. Out of these the rotor angle stability is the
ability of synchronous machines in an interconnected power system to remain in synchronism after
being subjected to a disturbance. Rotor angle stability is further classified into two types:


Large-disturbance rotor angle stability or transient stability: It refers to the ability of the
power system to maintain synchronism when subjected to a severe disturbance, such as a
short circuit on a transmission line.



Small-disturbance (or small-signal) rotor-angle stability: It refers to the ability of the power
system

to

maintain

synchronism

during

small

disturbances

like

opening

of

reactors/capacitor, change in load/generation, opening of transmission line etc. In case of
small signal study, the system can be linearized about an operating point for the purpose of
analysis.
So, for studying the small signal stability, dynamic model of the power system is required which has
to be further linearized. Thus in order to have credible results, the system dynamic model must be
accurately known and needs to be updated at regular intervals.
In the last few years, Indian power system has seen tremendous growth in the system size,
load/generation, transmission/distribution and voltage levels. The challenges faced by real time
system operator has increased significantly. Among these, one of the significant challenges is the
small signal stability in the Indian grid. Several cases of oscillations starting from local to inter-area
has been observed in the Indian grid. The steps taken to improve the small signal stability in Indian
power system is much less than what it should have been.
Some oscillations have been observed in Indian system, details of which are provided in the pages to
follow. To explain the source, nature, extent and severity of oscillations some further studies were
felt necessary.
In order to have an understanding and devising control on various challenges of small signal stability,
there is a need of thorough study of its aspects and associated parameters. For having a wide
overview on the subject matter, first there is a need to bifurcate under different sections the small
signal stability issues in Indian power system and various challenges faced during its analysis and its
damping. This will help in dealing with each section in detail to create the web of linkage among
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each of them with the other. So, the following sections have been devised on the small signal
stability issues in Indian Power System:
1. Real time observation and challenges by the power system Operator
a. Brief Overview of Oscillations based on previous report on Power system Oscillations
[1-2]
b. Cases of local and global oscillations in Indian power system.
c. Inter area oscillations after North-East-West (NEW grid) and Southern Region (SR
grid) synchronization
2. Small signal stability study at Planning stage
a. Criteria for small signal stability study and Damping criteria adopted across the
world and In Indian power system
3. Small signal stability Study in Operation and challenges
a. Criteria for Model Data submission and verification across the world
b. Criteria for Model Data Validation across the world
c. Small signal stability study for Indian Power system and observation
4. Challenges faced in Rotor Angle Stability study in Indian power System
a. Various challenges starting from Model data, Model verification, Model validity,
need for focused working groups on stability with diverse stakeholders.
In order to highlight the above issues, the present report takes an attempt based on Global trend
and Indian scenario in the area of small signal stability. This report takes the next step based on the
future outlook presented in the previous report on Low Frequency Oscillations by POSOCO published
in September 2014 [1]. The report highlights the challenges during small signal stability study. The
Model Submission and Model Validation part has been dealt in a separate report.
This report is intended to be utilized for taking actions in regard to improvement in understanding
the Indian power system. This report is also a feedback from Power system operator fraternity
across India in regard to various challenges being faced by them which need to be addressed at
regulatory and planning level.
The report starts its journey from the brief overview of low frequency oscillation in Indian power
system and navigate through the several cases of oscillation and few analysis. Then it dives into the
inter-area oscillation of 0.2 Hz by covering its history and current overview. This is followed by
criteria of small signal stability adopted worldwide in planning or operation code to provide with
global outlook on subject matter. At the end, an attempt to analyze a part of Indian power system
and comparing the small signal result from the system model and measurement based analysis is
POSOCO
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done to validate the other. This last section is dedicated to the study of small signal stability of
complete system and identifying its various modes during planning and operation horizon and
finding the ways to improve the overall damping of the system.
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2 Brief Overview of Power System Oscillations in Indian Grid
Introduction
Any electrical grid is susceptible to low frequency oscillations as these are inherently present in the
system. However, such low frequency oscillations are non-observable due to high positive damping.
Such oscillations are observed only if some controllers interact in a way that they excite such modes
which can be observed in various electrical parameters. Indian Grid has also been experiencing low
frequency oscillations since early days. For example in Western Region grid, oscillations between
Vindhyachal and Korba regions were observed when the transmission linkage between the Eastern
and Western part of the Western grid was weak. Further during large grid synchronizations, the
Thyristor Controlled Series Compensators (TCSCs) were used in order to suppress the inter area
oscillations after synchronization. For example, Synchronization of Eastern and Western grid in 2003
was done using tie links having TCSC for damping the low frequency oscillations [3]. Similar was the
case while synchronizing the Eastern Region grid with the Northern Region grid wherein TCSCinstalled tie lines were used to damp out the Inter-area oscillations [4-5]. Oscillations were also
observed after synchronization of NEW Grid with the SR grid since December 2013 [6-9]. Long inter
regional lines were present between ER and WR at the time of synchronization of the two grids
necessitating FSC and TCSC to be installed to suppress the oscillations. Similar approach was adopted
during the synchronization of ER and NR grids. Since NEW grid and SR grids were synchronized over a
208 km long 765 kV 2*S/C lines, no FSC plus TCSC was envisaged in the planning horizon of
synchronization of NEW and SR grids.
In recent years, Indian system operator has to operate power systems closer to its stability limits
because of rapid growth in demand. Furthermore, large regions being connected by few lines are
resulting in lightly damped modes becoming prominent. Technology and operating philosophy are
being sought for increasing the power transfer over existing (possibly weak) interconnections
thereby reducing the damping of the already lightly-damped modes which increases the operator
challenges. Consequently, ensuring that the damping of modes of rotor oscillation in power systems
provides adequate margins of stability has been and still is of concern to system planners and
operators. In order to damp oscillations, firstly there is a need to classify the modes under various
categories based on the observation and literature.

Classification of Oscillation:
In the previous Report of Power System oscillation, based on the literature survey [10-17], the low
frequency oscillations can be broadly classified into the following categories:
1. Inter Area Mode : 0.05-0.3 Hz
POSOCO
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2. Intra Area Mode : 0.4-1.0 Hz
3. Inter Plant mode : 1.0 -2.0 Hz
4. Intra Plant mode : 1.5-3.0 Hz
5. Control Mode : Not defined
6. Torsional mode : 10-46 Hz
The associated oscillations are the characteristic or natural modes of the system. The
frequency and damping of such modes generally change with the operating conditions, i.e. changes
in the system configuration and load/generation in the grid. Such changes in operating condition
may cause the electrical power system to drift or be forced towards a small-signal stability limit.
These conditions result in negative damping of modes which is seen as growing oscillation in various
electrical parameters. Such negative damped oscillations have huge repercussions on the power
system and can even cause blackouts.

Impact of Low frequency oscillation
It is well known to power system engineers that the oscillations have played an important role in the
world famous blackouts [18]. These include the following:
1. 1996 WSCC Blackout
2. 2003 Blackout in USA and Canada
3. 2003 Blackout in Denmark-Sweden
4. 2003 Italy Blackout
5. 2011 Chile Blackout
So, there is a need of systematic study and planning required for small signal stability in power
system. Inter-area oscillation causing SPS operation due to negative damping has also been
observed in the Indian power system. The observability of oscillation has placed new dilemmas
with regard to the type, nature, source and impact of the oscillations in front of the operator. In
due course of time, the operator gradually is now able to comprehend more about the oscillations
using Synchrophasor measurements along with conventional SCADA.

Observability of Low frequency oscillations in Indian Grid:
Earlier, the SCADA data available at load dispatch centres and/or the data from generators were
used in the study of oscillations which had limitations due to low resolution. With the introduction of
Synchrophasor measurements units in Indian Grid, the oscillations in the grid can now be easily
monitored with precision at NLDC and each RLDC in real time. This has helped the system operator
in giving feedback to the planners regarding weak interconnections. Frequent oscillation observation
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after NEW-SR grid synchronization and many other local problems have helped in improving SPS
philosophy. Based on the observations, a baselining of the modes in present Indian System based on
observations from the Oscillation Monitoring System (OMS) based on synchrophasors has also been
done. They are given below: [1]:
1. Mode 0.2-0.25Hz

: Southern grid and NEW grid

2. Mode 0.7-0.75Hz

: Eastern, North Eastern and Western Grid.

3. Mode 0.6 Hz

: Eastern, North Eastern and Western Grid.

4. Mode 0.5 Hz

: North Eastern grid with rest of the Grid.

In the next chapter, several oscillation cases in Indian Grid have been described to have an overview
of low frequency oscillation problem. This will help in understanding the operational issues faced by
system operator during real time operation.
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3 Low frequency oscillations in Indian Grid
Introduction
In the previous Report on Low Frequency oscillation, a list of oscillation cases were provided along
with detailed analysis of local mode oscillation observed at Karcham Wangtoo, Palatana etc [1]. This
chapter provides analysis of a few cases which have occurred after the oscillation on 9-12 August
2014. Various new cases have been observed in the grid during this interval. Among these incidents,
the cases of sub-synchronous resonance observation at HVDC Terminal, oscillation in the area of
Southern part of Eastern Grid, Oscillation in the North Eastern grid etc. are of interest. The major
highlight of this chapter includes the following:


The sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) and Sub-synchronous torsional interaction (SSTI)
phenomenon in the electrical grid can be due to the proximity of a fixed series capacitor or
an HVDC link to a generating station. Both the situations are disastrous for the generator
rotor which gets damaged after experiencing sub-synchronous oscillations. There are few
cases in Indian system on SSR and SSTI. One of the cases has been explained in this chapter.



Oscillations in the Eastern and North Eastern Regions are prominent. The areas in Eastern
Region near Talcher, Jeypore and Gajuwaka showed highest observability in these
oscillations. Significant inter and intra plant oscillations have been seen in North Eastern
region which have resulted in tripping of units and lines [19]. One case from North Eastern
system has been explained in this chapter to show how it affects the system stability.



The oscillations excited by a single unit have been easily analysed and concluded. During
such cases the oscillations have initiated either when these units were brought in service or
when they were taken out or have tripped abruptly during oscillations. Further, the
oscillations have died out in a short span of time. These cases have provided various lessons
during system operation to avoid such oscillations. They will be discussed in this chapter.



The interesting observation during many of the cases of oscillations was their observability
aspect. Even though in many cases oscillation frequency lies in the category of inter-area or
intra-area oscillation, their observability was local in nature.



The penstock effect of hydro turbine is also of interest as in few cases oscillations were
dominant near hydro generators [20].

A list of low frequency oscillations observed in Indian power system after 9-12 August 2014 has been
tabulated in next section.
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Low Frequency Oscillation Observation

Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

End Time
16-08-2014
1

Boisar, Kalwa

11:01

0.2 Hz
Yes

Inter-Area

11:10

Mal-function of ESCV valve of the
Tarapur Unit 3 resulting in oscillation
in Voltage and reactive power, which
were local in nature. The unit tripped
after which oscillation died out.

th

03-09-2014

2

Eastern Region and
Western Region and
Eastern part of
Northern Region

22:41

0.71 Hz
No

Intra-area

22:47

Oscillations were similar to 9-12
August 2014 oscillation which has
been provided in previous oscillation
report Available at www.posoco.in.
Eastern And Western region machines
were oscillating. Magnitude were
maximum at Talcher,Rengali and
Jeypore. Oscillations were reported by
the Units of Eastern region at WBSEB/
Kolaghat, CESC/ Budge Budge, Kasba
synchronising point (CESC / WBSEB),
NTPC/Talcher in both in real and
reactive power. Fluctuations in voltage
were also observed in PMUs at
Durgapur, Jamshedpur, Rourkela,
Rengali, Talcher, Jeypore & Binaguri.

th

03-09-2014

3

Eastern Region and
Western Region and
Eastern part of
Northern Region

23:06

0.71 Hz
No

Intra-area

Oscillations were similar to 9-12
August 2014 oscillation. Eastern And
Western region machines were
oscillating. Magnitudes of oscillation
were maximum at Talcher, Rengali and
Jeypore. Oscillations were reported by
the Units of Eastern region at WBSEB/
Kolaghat, CESC/ Budge Budge, Kasba
synchronising point (CESC / WBSEB),
NTPC/Talcher in both in real and
reactive power. High fluctuations in
voltage were also observed in PMUs at
Durgapur, Jamshedpur, Rourkela,
Rengali, Talcher, Jeypore & Binaguri.

23:26
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Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

End Time
th

05-09-2014

4

Eastern Region and
Western Region and
Eastern part of
Northern Region

00:13

0.71 Hz
No

Intra-area

00:15

05-09-2014
5

APL Mundra, CGPL

10:48

SSR
No

SSR

Oscillations were similar to 9-12
August 2014 oscillation. Eastern And
Western region machines were
oscillating. Magnitudes of oscillation
were maximum at Talcher, Rengali and
Jeypore. Oscillations were reported by
the Units of Eastern region at WBSEB/
Kolaghat, CESC/ Budge Budge, Kasba
synchronising point (CESC / WBSEB),
NTPC/Talcher in both in real and
reactive power. High fluctuations in
voltage were also observed in PMUs at
Durgapur, Jamshedpur, Rourkela,
Rengali, Talcher, Jeypore & Binaguri.

SSR related to Mundra-Mohindargarh
HVDC when APL Mundra generation
was low.

16:58
26-09-2014

6

North Eastern
Region

18:00

0.99, 2 Hz
Yes

Inter-Plant,
Intra-Plant

18:01

26-09-2014

23:16
7

North Eastern
Region

0.99, 2 Hz
Yes
23:23

POSOCO

Inter-Plant,
Intra-Plant

0.99 Hz oscillations were observed in
almost all PMUs of NER. The units of
Doyang, in particular, faced heavy
oscillations. Maximum oscillation
recorded in PMU of Imphal (PG)
substation. Besides 0.99 Hz mode, a
harmonic of this mode around 2 Hz
was also observed from Modal
Analysis (OMS engine of NERLDC).
These oscillations are similar to
th
oscillation observed in NER on 11
August 2013.

0.99 Hz oscillations were observed in
almost all PMUs of NER. The units of
Doyang, in particular, faced heavy
oscillations. Maximum oscillation
recorded in PMU of Imphal (PG)
substation. Besides 0.99 Hz mode, a
harmonic of this mode around 2 Hz
was also observed from Modal
Analysis (OMS engine of NERLDC).
These oscillations are similar to
th
oscillation observed in NER on 11
August 2013.
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Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

End Time
17-10-2014
8

Talcher, Rengali,
Jeypore

23:15

Intra-area
0.8 Hz
No

23:25
18-10-2014
9

Talcher, Rengali,
Jeypore

03:03

No event reported

Intra-area
0.8 Hz
No

No event reported

03:13
07-11-2014
10

Balia

10:24

1.33 Hz
No

Intra-Plant

0.20 Hz
No

Inter-area

0.20 Hz
Yes

Inter-area

Singrauli Unit 7 tripped on electrical
fault after which oscillation died down.

10:25
13-11-2014
11

Talcher, Jeypore

16:00

No event reported

16:04
15-12-2014
12

Farraka

04:48
05:25
26-12-2014

13

Vindhyachal

20:23

Hunting was reported in generation of
Budge-Budge, Bakreswar, Kahalgaon
TPS stations.
Oscillation in NTPC-Vindhyachal PMU
Voltage Angle Plot. No abnormal
generation and oscillation reported by
Vindhyachal

0.001 Hz
No

Not known

2 Hz
No

Intra-Plant

Withdrawal of units at Khandong &
Doyang Plants

2 Hz
No

Intra-Plant

Withdrawal of units at Khandong &
Doyang Plants

21:33
27-12-2014
14

Balipara &
Bongaigaon

20:27
20:32
27-12-2014

15

Balipara &
Bongaigaon

20:43
20:46
28-12-2014

16

Balipara &
Bongaigaon

20:27

Withdrawal of units at Khandong &
Doyang Plants
2 Hz
No

Intra-Plant

20:30
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Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

2 Hz
No

Intra-Plant

Withdrawal of units at Khandong &
Doyang Plants

2 Hz
No

Intra-Plant

End Time
28-12-2014
17

Balipara &
Bongaigaon

20:43
20:45
28-12-2014

18

Balipara &
Bongaigaon

23:51
23:54
01-01-2015

19

Western Region

09:13

0.2 Hz
Yes

Inter-Area

Reactor switching at Bongaigaon

Sipat
Unit
4
tripping
while
synchronising when at the same time
one of the nearby 765 kV Line was
opened on planned outage.

09:16

06-01-2015

20

Eastern Region,
Western region and
North Eastern
Region

00:06

0.8, 0.45, 0.98Hz
No

Intra-Area

0.2 Hz
Yes

Inter-Area

0.26 Hz
Yes

Inter-Area

0.4 Hz
No

Inter-Area

00:17

All India

18-01-2015
19:55

21

All India

Hunting in Kothagudam Units

19:58
18-01-2015
22:19

22

Oscillations were observed with
Budge-Budge units running at high PLF
and increasing generation to more
than 105% of MCR. In addition, CESC
informed that when they changed
their point of synchronization with the
grid the oscillation died down.
Frequency of oscillation was 0.8 Hz.
The characteristic of oscillation is
similar to oscillation observed on 9-12
August 2014. Western region also
observed
0.8
Hz
oscillation.
Oscillations were also observed in
North Eastern grid. Two modes of
oscillation observed, 0.45 Hz and 0.98
Hz, with the second mode appears as
Harmonic of 1st mode

Hunting in Kothagudam Units

22:22
18-02-2015
23

All India

9:24

Fast demand ramp up during that
period

09:30
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Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

0.58 Hz
No

Inter-Area

North Eastern Grid resynchronisation
after collapse.

End Time
23-02-2015
24

All India

19:55
19:56
07-03-2015

25

Northern Region

18:40

0.99 Hz
No

Inter-Plant

0.24 Hz
No

Inter-Area

0.70 Hz
No

Intra-Area

0.20 Hz
No

Inter-Area

0.3 Hz
Yes

Inter-Area

1.2, 2.4 Hz
Yes

Inter-Plant,
Intra-Plant

18:41

Oscillation initiated due to tripping of
400 KV Rampur-Naptha Jhakri D/C
along with all running units of Rampur.
(Units 2, 3 & 4 at Rampur were in
service). It may be due to congested
transmission corridor for Karcham,
Baspa, Jhakri & Rampur HEP
generation.

08-03-2015
26

27

Northern Region

Eastern Region and
Western Region and
Eastern part of
Northern Region

07:17

Dadri Unit-5 taken into service when
the oscillation initiated.

07:18
14-03-2015
10:22

Load Loss event of 300 MW in W.
Bengal

10:25
16-03-2015

28

All India

19:35

No Event reported

19:38
23-05-2015
29

Eastern Region PMU

11:42

Islanding of IBTPS, Sterlite and collapse
of the island.

11:43
29-05-2015
30

North Eastern
Region PMUs

03:37

Switching operation in NER Grid

03:45
10-06-2015

31

Western Region
PMU

03:41

03:42

POSOCO

1.2 Hz
Yes

Inter-plant

Oscillation observed in all PMUs of
NER in both Voltage and Frequency,
with most pronounced oscillation
being at NEHU (MePTCL) bus ;132 kV
Khandong-Khlerihat I tripped on 3phase fault
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Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

End Time
30-07-15
32

North Eastern
Region PMUs

15:46

1.3 Hz
Yes

Inter-plant

During that period oscillations were
also visible in NER generators i.e.
Kopili, Khadong, Palatana, Leshkaetc.

16:14
27-08-15
33

CGPL

12:52

Inter-plant

Only CGPL
oscillation.

Inter-plant

Kopili & Khandong
observed oscillations

0.66, 1.32 Hz
Yes

Intra-Area

Oscillation started post tripping at
Daultabad

0.875 Hz
Yes

Inter-Plant

Oscillations due to Governor problem
at Dhauliganga

1 Hz
No

PMU

observed

the

12:55
29-08-15
34

North Eastern
Region PMUs

11:57

1.3 Hz
No

generators

12:06
05-09-15
35

Rihand,CGPL,Hisar
Dadri.

11:33
11:36
24-09-15

36

Merrut,Dadri,Agra

20:45
20:46
08-10-15

37

North Eastern
Region PMUs

00:46

1.2 Hz
Yes

Inter-Plant

00:52
30-10-15
38

Imphal

16:22

1.2 Hz
No

Inter-Plant

0.06 Hz
No

Governor

Deblocking of BNC-Agra HVDC pole
caused voltage at different s/stns to
increase and RHEP, Khandong and
Loktak power stations experienced
power swing.

HVDC BNC-Agra operating at 950 MW
flow from BNC to Agra tripped which
caused oscillations

16:42
31-10-15
39

Binaguri

23:58
00:03
02-11-15

40

Binaguri

20:30

0.06 Hz
No

Oscillation in Binaguri Voltage when
Teesta Unit was desynchronised.

Oscillation in Binaguri Voltage when
Teesta Unit was desynchronised.
Governor

20:34
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Sl.
No.

PMUs where
oscillation were
observable

Date

Dominant Mode

Start Time

Negative Damping
(Yes/No)

Category

Remark/Probable Reasons/
Events Exciting the LFO

End Time
02-11-15
41

Binaguri

21:58

0.06 Hz
No

Oscillation in Binaguri Voltage when
Teesta Unit was desynchronised.
Governor

22:02
03-11-15
42

Binaguri

20:30

0.06 Hz
No

Oscillation in Binaguri Voltage when
Teesta Unit was desynchronised.
Governor

20:34
03-11-15

Oscillation in Binaguri Voltage when
Teesta Unit was desynchronised.

Binaguri

21:58

0.06 Hz
No

Governor

44

Binaguri

22:02
05-11-15
20:30
20:34
04-11-15

0.06 Hz
No

Governor

45

Bassi, Dadri, Agra,
Vindhyachal

07:08

0.4 Hz
No

Inter-Area

43

Oscillation in Binaguri Voltage when
Teesta Unit was desynchronised.

No Reason could be found out.

07:09
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Analysis of Few Cases
Section 3.1 has briefed about various cases of low frequency oscillation which have been observed in
the last one year across all over India with the help of Synchrophasor data and Oscillation
Monitoring System (OMS). The monitoring ability of oscillation event has improved at Regional at
National level. Among these case studies, few case studies were brought to their conclusion and are
explained in this section.
3.1.1

Low Frequency Oscillations at generating plant due to switching of line

Low frequency oscillation in generating plant may get excited due to malfunction of its controller
when there is a change in the grid parameter due to switching activity nearby the generator. In one
of the cases, it was found that one of the generating unit started hunting and caused oscillation in
the grid during a switching of 765 kV long line, which subsided after the tripping of the unit. The
detailed description of the event is given in the next paragraph.
One of the 500 MW units of the plant was just synchronized with the grid and it was generating 98
MW. The unit was on speed control mode. The controller mode of the generating unit was being
changed from speed control mode to load control mode of the turbine. At this moment, a nearby
long 765 kV line was opened by the system operator as a part of planned outage. Subsequently, the
Unit started hunting with wide fluctuation in its active as well as reactive power.
Prior to analyzing the actual cause of the oscillation, it is to be understood that the turbine prime
mover control system usually have three modes of operation i.e. speed control, load control and
pressure control. Prior to synchronization i.e. in start-up phase, any generating unit prime mover is
kept on speed control mode. In this mode by adjusting the control valves, the total amount of steam
flow entering steam turbine is changed, which is directly proportional to speed of rotation. Once
generator is synchronized to the grid, control system is in either load or pressure mode. In the load
control mode, control error that represents input to the controller is formed as a difference between
set point and actual load.
In the above case, it was found that the control was being changed from speed to load control mode
to increase the power of the generating unit after synchronization. During this time a nearby long
765 kV line was being opened by the system operator as a part of planned outage. As the line was
tripped, it led to 7-8 kV change in the bus voltage of the generating station. Due to the voltage dip
during the line outage, there was a change in load feedback. This has resulted in toggling of turbine
control between speed control to load control, which resulted in hunting of the unit real power
between 17 MW to 250 MW causing severe oscillations the grid. Along with real power, reactive
power of the unit was also oscillating.
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Figure 3-1: Frequency and Positive sequence voltage of near by nodes in the grid during the oscillation

Figure 3.1 shows the frequency and voltage observed at various nodes during the excitation of interarea oscillation due to the local oscillation at generator. This incident of oscillation has provided a
lesson to system operator to not perform switching near to sub-station while a generating unit is
being synchronized. Further, it has also provided a generating station to check for planned switching
operation near to its generating station which is being given by system operator on day ahead basis
to all constituents.
3.1.2

Sub-synchronous torsional Interaction near to HVDC Convertor Terminal

The sub-synchronous torsional interaction (SSTI) is observed when a HVDC convertor terminal is
located near to a generating complex. SSTI is observed on two different operating conditions i.e. low
generation at the plant and multiple commutation failure in the HVDC due to fault on the line. A
brief overview of the SSTI to understand the phenomenon is provided in the next paragraph.
The phenomenon of sub-synchronous oscillations is basically associated with synchronous machines
and can be of three types:
1. The classical form of sub-synchronous resonance was established between torsional
mechanical modes on the turbine-generator shaft and series compensation on transmission
lines connected to the power plant.
2. The SSR due to performance of conventional control in the power plant such as the turbine
governor, generator excitation system and the power system stabilizer. Such subsynchronous torsional oscillations (SSO) are a result of control interaction and not from the
electrical resonance from SSR. The problem in such cases is primarily due to the use of
mechanically derived speed signals in the feedback control system.
3. A third concern with regard to torsional modes is of sub-synchronous torsional interactions
(SSTI) which originate because of other transmission equipment such as SVC, HVDC.
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The power transmitted by HVDC system is in general constant current or constant power control
scheme, which is independent of frequency. Therefore, the HVDC rectifier tries to maintain the
constant value of current through current controller amplifier (CCA) function. The current error of
HVDC and accelerating power of generator are related with each other’s closed loop control. The
HVDC current order may change due to fault on convertor end or fault on invertor end. To keep the
error in current at HVDC terminal to be zero, the generator has to accelerate/decelerate accordingly.
Any disturbance in system resulting in current error will have a wide frequency range and so it
includes frequency in SSR range. If this frequency in SSR range is excited in the HVDC control system
then the accelerating power reflected to the generator rotor is also in the same frequency. If this
frequency matches with the resonance frequency or the natural modes of the turbine shaft then it
will result in SSR. Therefore, HVDC current control can cause sub-synchronous torsional interaction
with rectifier end connected generators. The gain of the constant current regulator will increase
when the control angle (α) increases, so generators near to HVDC are prone to sub-synchronous
oscillation at larger α, for example, when HVDC is running at lower voltage.
Two oscillation cases on sub-synchronous torsional interaction were observed in a generating plant
connected at the converter terminal of HVDC system under two different scenarios. The first case
was when multiple commutation failure occurred in HVDC during faults near to the inverter substation under inclement weather. These faults were reflected on the converter end of the HVDC as
dip in the voltage and rise in the current. With these commutation failures, HVDC power flow was
also varying and current controller was trying to keep the power constant.

Figure 3-2: Voltage of AC side on the HVDC convertor end. Multiple commutation failure followed by SSR can
be observed.

As explained above, the HVDC current order would change due to fault on either convertor end or
on invertor end and to keep the error in current at HVDC terminal to zero, the generators have to
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accelerate/decelerate accordingly. During these faults, voltage dip is observed and in order to keep
the current same, α has to be increased and with this, SSTI was observed in the grid near to
converter terminal from PMUs. Figure 3.2 shows the converter end AC side voltage where the
generator is connected which have experienced the sub-synchronous resonance. Subsequently, the
SSTI damping controller got activated however the extent of SSTI was high even after damping
controller activation resulting in tripping of both poles and subsequent SPS operation leading tot
tripping of some of the units. In principle, damping of the sub synchronous oscillations due to SSTI
can be achieved by modulation of the current order or the firing angle, which gets activated after
detection of SSTI after recovery of the fault. Figure 3.3 shows the zoomed plot of the SSTI as
measured from the Digital fault recorder device from the field at the inverter end of the terminal of
HVDC. The frequency of the Sub-synchronous oscillation in general ranges from 10-40 Hz. In this
case, it was observed to be around 6.69 Hz from the RMS values of electrical parameter from the
Disturbance Recorder. Further from the PMU installed at the Converter terminal of the HVDC, SSR
frequency comes out to be 6.69 Hz as shown in the Figure 3.4. This was observed in frequency,
voltage and current measured from PMU.

Figure 3-3: DFR from the Inverter terminal of HVDC which provide 6.69 Hz as SSR frequency.

Figure 3-4: Voltage of AC bus of converter terminal of HVDC and its Fourier Transform indicating 6.69 Hz
oscillation.
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A thorough analysis of the data was done by HVDC team and System Operator on this event.Some
interesting facts came out. The SSR frequencies deduced from the AC side instantaneous voltage by
the damping controller were 15.55 Hz and 11.15 Hz. This can be seen from figure 3.5 and 3.6. These
two frequencies were superimposed on each other and thus the average frequency observed was
13.35 Hz. However the same was observed as 6.69 Hz frequency when measured on the RMS values
of parameters from fault recorder as shown in figure 3.7. and 3.8.

Figure 3-5: SSR frequency filtered from voltage oscillation indicating presence of two frequencies
superimposed on each other.

Figure 3-6: SSR frequency filtered from voltage oscillation representing (a) 15.55 and (b) 11.15 Hz.

Figure 3-7: Bus frequency measured from fault recorder indicating 6.69 HZ oscillation.

Figure 3-8: RMS Bus voltage of Individual phase from Fault recorder indicating 6.69 HZ oscillation.

So, in the above case of SSTI, two frequencies were present i.e. 15.55 Hz and 11.15 Hz. which may be
due to presence of two different types of Units at the generating station. While the observability
from instantaneous data has shown these two frequencies, the RMS quantities were showing only
one frequency which was half of the average frequency of these two. The same frequency was
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measured from Fault recorder and PMU data also. Such type of measurement related changes and
their reason need to be further analysed from the signal processing techniques.
The second case of oscillation appeared when HVDC was running at reduced power order (1000MW1200MW) and there was a generation of 300-400 MW at the generating station. During this period,
Sub-synchronous torsional oscillations were observed on several occasions. The reason for subsynchronous oscillation during low generation without any power system fault could not be
ascertained. The oscillation frequency which was observed from Synchrophasor data was around 9.5
Hz (figure 3.9). The frequency of actual oscillation can be either 9.5 Hz or higher frequency like 15.5
Hz or 34.5 Hz based on aliasing observed in Synchrophasor. It can be seen that 15.5 Hz oscillation
was present in the earlier case also. This suggests the presence of 15.55 Hz oscillation in present
scenario when only one type of unit is running.

Figure 3-9: Voltage of AC bus of converter terminal of HVDC and its Fourier Transform indicating 9.5 Hz
oscillation.

Learnings from the above two cases of SSTI can be summarised as:


From the above two cases, it was found that two different SSR frequencies are present when
two different capacity units are running at the generating station. However only one
frequency is present in case when only one type of unit is running at the station. The
oscillatory mode corresponding to one type of unit may be around 15.5 Hz and 11.15 Hz for
the other type of unit.



Whether PMU can measure SSTI or SSR oscillation is a matter of discussion. PMU, which is
reporting at 25 Samples per second, can measure the oscillation up to 12.5 Hz as per the
Nyquist criteria. Any higher frequency beyond 12.5 Hz will be reported as 25-Fo in the
Synchrophasor due to aliasing. So a SSR having frequency of 15 Hz will be observed in PMU
as 10 Hz.
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3.1.3

Low Frequency Oscillation at Nuclear Power Station

The oscillation due to emergency stop and control valve of Nuclear power plant has been observed
in the past in Indian grid. It was attributed to the failure of the relay governing the valve. Recently
one more case of low frequency oscillation was observed at a nuclear station where such behaviour
was observed. This had resulted in wide variation in the power flow of the nuclear unit. This case
gives a good overview of observability aspect from the Synchrophasor during the oscillation in the
grid.
System operator observed in two of the PMUs (located near each other) that some electrical
parameters started oscillating with respect to the each other. The oscillations were observable in
Voltage and Reactive power at these two locations. Real power and frequency has not shown much
of variation. On enquiry, it was found that one the Nuclear Unit located near to these nodes has
shown wide variation in its reactive power and real power. Further, on observation of SCADA data
for this Unit, it was found that initially the real power of the unit has been reduced after which the
oscillation in reactive power of the unit was observed which varied in range of 50-200 MVAr. The
owner entity had responded that they had observed steam leakage in one of the two emergency
stop and control valve (ESCV) of the turbine. To rectify the steam leak process, isolation of this ESCV
was required. Hence turbine output was reduced to 350 MW in order to isolate the ESCV where
leakage was observed. After isolation of ESCV, entire steam load was shifted to other ESCV and with
this, hunting started in the unit. This hunting was damped after increasing the generation to 440
MW. The reason for hunting of ESCV valve on low generation is yet to be submitted by the owner
entity after carrying out planned outage of unit.
Figure 3.10 and 3.11 shows the four parameters i.e. Voltage, frequency, active and reactive power. It
can be seen that the observability of this mode was more in voltage and reactive power. In addition,
the oscillatory frequency was 0.2 Hz (An inter-Area mode) but observable at only two nearby nodes
to generators only. Therefore, the controller behaviour in the nuclear unit has excited the 0.2 Hz
mode but the observability of this mode was local.
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Figure 3.10 : Voltage of Nodes in the grid and Reactive power of lines from nodes whose voltage has oscillated
maximum.

Figure 3.11: Frequency of Nodes in the grid and Real power of lines from nodes whose voltage has oscillated maximum.

3.1.4

Low Frequency Oscillation in North Eastern Grid

Cases of Low Frequency oscillations due to switching operation of transmission elements have been
observed in the Indian Grid, prominently in regions with weak interconnection and having small
generating units (50 MW and below). The Low Frequency oscillation modes get excited on account
of nearby switching operation and resulting malfunction of generator controls. In absence of PSS
tuning, the oscillations do not die out fast due to insufficient local damping .In the first case study , it
was shown that switching operation can have effect on generation control and result in controller
mal-functioning. Such oscillations on account of switching operations have been prominently
observed in north eastern grid in India. A description of one such event observed in north eastern
grid is given below.
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Small hydro generators having unit sizes of 50 MW and below are connected through weak 132 kV
tie lines to load centres in the north eastern region. The area surrounding these units and the load
centres is known to be prone to bad weather conditions, resulting in tripping of one or more
transmission elements. Further, damage of protection equipment on account of lightning surge and
high earth resistance on account of prevailing soil conditions has also been reported from this area.
The hydro generating plants A, B, C and D were generating 44 MW, 96 MW, 39 MW and 19 MW
respectively, where generating plants C and D are connected to the same bus. At this point in time, a
nearby 132 kV transmission line supplying radial load developed a fault and the fault had a delayed
clearing. This incident triggered low frequency oscillations modes around 1.2 Hz (Inter-Plant) and its
harmonic mode at 2.4 Hz (Intra-plant). The units at generating stations A, C and D started hunting
prominently and the phenomenon was visible to power system operators at generating stations as
well as regional control centre.
The oscillations were prominent in frequency and active power flows rather than reactive power
flows. The oscillations continued for a total duration of about 8 minutes in the Grid and were
captured by all PMUs of NER Grid, most prominently being captured by PMU3 and PMU7, due to
their proximity to generators. Plots depicting the oscillation and frequency modes are shown in
figure 3.12 and 3.13. In the plot shown in figure 3.12, oscillation in frequency of nodes of NER Grid
as well as ER grid is shown. While figure 3.13 shows the poorly / negatively damped modes in
oscillation in the Grid from Oscillation Monitoring System at the regional control centre.

Figure 3.12 : Plot of frequency from PMUs of NER and ER

Figure 3.13: Modal analysis plot from PMU at 132 kV Node

3 in North-Eastern Region.

The oscillations resulted in tripping of units at generating stations A and C, after which the
oscillations continued between units at generators B and D. This was also captured from SCADA
plots shown in figure 3.14 & 3.15. Figure 3.14 depicts good observability of oscillations in active
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power flows on lines, while figure 3.15 depicts how oscillating units at generating stations A and C
tripped, but oscillations kept continuing between units at Generators B and D.

Figure 3.14: Plot of Active Power flows from NER PMUs

Figure 3.15 : Plot of generation from SCADA

While the exact reason behind these oscillations is yet to be indicated by respective generators, it is
clear that absence of damping factors in the Grid led to prolonged oscillations which got damped out
only after some of the participating units had tripped causing change in the system.
3.1.5

Low Frequency Oscillation and impact of PSS tuning

In this case, the power swing and small signal stability issues were addressed for a generating station
where units were connected at two different voltage levels. The interconnecting lines from these
voltage levels were having large difference in electrical angles. The schematic diagram of the
generating station is shown with help of figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Schematic Diagram of the N-1 event causing power swing and oscillation.

In case of contingency arising due to loss of evacuation lines from one voltage level, large swings
were observed on evacuation lines at other voltage level based on Synchrophasor data from nearby
PMUs supported by disturbance recorder from station. Further, Synchrophasor measurement also
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provided that during such conditions, oscillations were being observed in system frequency which
were inter-plant in nature as sown in figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Interplant oscillation at thermal station due to inadequate damping in system.

Figure 3.18: Interplant oscillation damping improvement after PSS tuning.

Based on this input, SPS scheme was modified to take care of power swing criteria and PSS of
generating Units were tuned to take care of small signal stability. After the PSS tuning and SPS
enhancement, it was observed that under contingency, oscillation damped out very fast and had low
amplitude. This can be observed in figure 3.18 where damping of oscillation has improved. Also
power swing was less prominent than in earlier cases.
3.1.6

Low Frequency Oscillation due to weak connectivity

In this case it is shown how a weaker connectivity of generator could result in oscillation in the grid
after multiple tripping/contingencies. Unit A1 and A2 of Generating Station A were in service with a
total generation of 865 MW with all six outgoing feeders in-service. However several lines tripped
simultaneously due to protection trip, consequently it lead to loss of Generator B1 and B2 on over
speed protection. The connectivity of the station during this event is shown in figure 3.19. After this
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lines which was connecting generator A with the Grid i.e. A-C double circuit and A-D one circuit
tripped resulting in connectivity of generator through A-D single circuit only. Figure 3.20 represent
this situation.

Figure 3.19: Connectivity when Units at Generator B tripped. Figure 3.20: Connectivity when Units at A tripped.

Immediately following the line tripping which left generating station A with single evacuation line,
oscillations were observed throughout the regional grid. These oscillations were prominently
observed from a PMU placed at station H which is connected by a 400 kV line to station E. The
oscillations lasted for around 2 minutes as shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure-1.21: PMU plot of active power flow in the 400 kV line H-E

On inquiry it was found that hunting was observed in generating station A following the line tripping
which led generating station with single evacuation line. The station recorder snapshot is shown in
Figure 3.22.
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Figure-2.22: Station recorder plot of the plant A

Hence generation reduction was started and was maintained at 550 MW with oil support in both the
units A1 and A2. Further Station load was brought down to 400 MW for better stability. This is done
based on the fact that the oscillation has decayed only after the generation reduction. It was
necessary to know whether the PSS was active at station. It was found that the function was
activated but might have been improperly tuned.
The Oscillation Monitoring System (OMS) was used to analyse the above oscillations and to identify
the dominant modes using the Synchrophasor data. This tool has been developed in house by the
POSOCO on MATLAB Platform and the snapshot of the result during this event from the tool is
shown in Figure 3.23. Analysis was performed on the PMU data from station H and the frequency of
the dominant mode of oscillation was 0.7 Hz. The damping ratio changed from -1 % to +1.7 % over
the period.

Figure 3.23: Snapshot of OMS engine in during the event indicating presence of 0.7 Hz oscillatory mode.

Further analysis was also carried out in by recreating the event using PSS/E where the system and
network conditions was as per the actual system and the line flow from E to station H was recorded
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to compare with the OMS analysis. The line flow observed in PSS/E is shown Figure 3.24. The
frequency of most dominant mode observed during the system from offline simulation was 0.8 Hz.
Since the model parameters are not accurate enough the mode shape and damping nature are not
quite the same as observed in real time.

Figure 3.24: PSS/E study result: Station H waveform

The above case study has shown that a weak connectivity with grid and lack of PSS tuned response
may result in oscillation in the generating station. Further it also provides a feedback to check for
such connectivity issues at all generators in the Indian Grid where similar event could occur. The
recommended action for such event is to tune the PSS and implementing better SPS scheme for
multiple contingencies.
3.1.7

Very Low Frequency Oscillation due to Hydro Power Station

The case of oscillation arising during start stop sequence in a hydro unit has been observed in Indian
Grid. This is one unique case where oscillation in Hydro units were observed by system operator,
analysed and then corrected with the help of generating station.
In this case of oscillation, it was observed that while desynchronising the hydro unit from the Grid,
the voltage plots of PMU located near the particular generating unit were observing the oscillation.
The oscillation observed were of very low frequency nature i.e. 0.066 Hz, the oscillations were
present in all three phases of voltage in the nearest PMU as shown in figure 3.25. Since these
oscillations were occurring repeatedly while one of the unit was being desynchronised at from the
particular hydro power plant so details from that generating station were sought. On investigation
by the generator, it was found that improper pulse from PLC while stop sequence was causing
variation in reactive power thereby causing oscillations in voltage.
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Figure 3.25: Oscillation in All Three Phases of Voltage

The generating station informed that when following given conditions are met during stop sequence
for any unit, then it automatically get desynchronized from Grid
1. Active Power less than 9 MW
2. Reactive Power within + 3 MVAr
During Automatic Stop sequence execution, the PLC has been was programmed to reduce the active
and reactive power of the generating unit which is to be desynchronised. The PLC will give pulse at
regular intervals to reduce the active & reactive power to Governor and Excitation respectively. It
was observed that this phenomenon was occurring and Stop Command was executed when MVAR
value was beyond +3 MVAr (second condition not satisfied). It was observed that the Automatic PLC
sequence & measurement system was responding with some time gap of around 4-5 seconds delay.
Due to this, AVR got several increase/decrease MVAR command which in turn led to large variations
in MVAR (around + 20 MVAR max) as shown in figure 3.26 from Generator Data acquisition system.
The oscillatory frequency observed were also matching i.e. 4 cycles/minute =0.066 Hz.

Figure 3.26: Oscillations observed during desynchronization of Unit as observed from Generator SCADA (Before
modification in PLC Pulse Logic)
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Such large variation in MVAR was observed in grid as oscillation in Voltage, as captured by nearby
PMU Plot. The PLC Pulse Logic was modified accordingly and the modification helped in eliminating
the oscillations during the desynchronization as shown in figure 3.27.

Figure 3.27: Smooth Desynchronization of Unit (Post modification in PLC Pulse Logic)

Conclusion:
In this chapter various cases of small signal stability have been discussed to familiarise the readers
with the low frequency oscillations occurring in Indian power system. The sub-synchronous torsional
interaction (SSTI) and its analysis reveal the importance of designing the damping controller based
on the study of system for all types of Units. The severity of the SSTI and its analysis using
Synchrophasor measurement was also explained. Based on analysis, it can be seen that many of the
local oscillation can be brought to conclusion, however the same is not possible for inter or intra
area mode as these require complete system study for analysis. It also has signified that the PSS
tuning helps in damping of local nature of oscillation and affects system stability during transient.
The next chapter focusses on the 0.2 Hz inter-area oscillation in Indian power system and its nature.
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4 Inter Area Mode of 0.2 Hz in Indian Grid
Introduction
The All India electricity grid was realized on 31st December 2013 with the synchronization of NEW
Grid with Southern grid through 765 kV Solapur-Raichur circuit 1 [6-9]. The two grids were
connected by only one circuit for 6 months till June 2014. After 29th June 2014 the second ac tie line
between NEW and SR grids got commissioned. Subsequent to synchronization, oscillations having
inter-area mode of 0.2 Hz were observed for the first time in the Indian grid. This mode has
adequate damping and only on certain occasions negative damping has been observed. With the
strengthening of the upstream and downstream corridor, it was observed that this mode frequency
has changed significantly. This chapter presents the journey of 0.2 Hz inter-area oscillation in in the
Indian grid since its origin.

Origin of 0.2 Hz Inter-Area Oscillation
The inter-area oscillation of 0.2 Hz oscillation has marked its entry in the Indian grid after the
synchronization of NEW grid with the Southern region Grid on 31st December 2013. This mode is
inherent to the system after the synchronization of the two large grids through single tie line. The
oscillation due to this mode is observed in almost all the parameters and is having the highest
magnitude at the point of interconnection of the two grids i.e. Solapur and Raichur.

Impact of 0.2 Hz Inter-Area Oscillation
During the synchronized operation of the NEW and SR Grid, it was observed that the inter area
oscillation of 0.2 Hz is having positive damping. There are only few occasions when it had negative
damping and has resulted in severe large fluctuation in electrical parameters causing System
protection scheme operation. Four such cases have been explained in this section.
4.1.1

Case -1:

Out of these cases of negative damping, the first one was observed on 28th January 2014 when
spontaneous oscillations observed in the system. Figure 4.1 shows the power flow on the AC tie line
during the negative damping of 0.2 Hz mode, which was arrested by the SPS operation designed to
control rate of change of power flow on the circuit to a maximum of 400 MW/Sec. During this event,
the oscillation was observed throughout the Indian Grid. If the associated SPS would not have
operated, there could have been tripping of the 765 kV Tie line and nearby generating station on
protection operation due to power swing/out of step protection. Here the damping of oscillation
observed was -3 %, which after SPS operation increased to 4 % and system has returned to stable
state. Such negative damping due to spontaneous oscillation in power system has a hazardous
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impact, as the power system operator cannot play a large role in controlling such oscillations unless
they know about their origin.

th

Figure 4.1: Undamped oscillation observed in the AC tie line on 28 January 2014.

4.1.2

Case-2

The second case of undamped oscillation was observed on 6th May 2014 when one of the units in
southern grid started hunting due to mal functioning of the relay controlling the steam inflows to
turbine [9]. The oscillation in the unit resulted in exciting the 0.2 Hz inter-area oscillation, which was
also observed across the grid. As shown in figure 4.2, the power flow on the tie line connecting NEW
and SR grid started oscillating with negative damping. This time also the SPS has operated which was
designed to control the line loading on the tie line. With the change in the system due to SPS, the
oscillation has damped. In this case the damping ratio prior to SPS operation was -3 %, which
increased to 8 % resulting in stable system.

th

Figure 4.2: Undamped oscillation observed in the AC tie line on 6 May 2014 due to hunting of a generator in Southern
grid.
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4.1.3

Case-3:

Poorly damped oscillation was observed due to hunting of one of the units in Western region. In this
case, the unit active power controller had started toggling between speed control mode to load
control mode of the turbine. This resulted in the excitation of the generator local mode oscillations.
However, it has also excited the 0.2 Hz oscillation causing its negative damping. The power flow on
the 765 kV Solapur-Raichur tie links can be observed to rise in figure 4.3 during the period with
negative damping of 0.2 Hz oscillation. In the meantime, unit has tripped on low forward power
protection due to oscillation, after which the oscillation had subsided.

st

Figure 4.3: Undamped oscillation observed in the AC tie line on 1 January 2015 due to hunting of a generator in
Western grid.

4.1.4

Case 4:

This was a case of generator hunting contributing to the negative damping of 0.2 Hz oscillation in the
Southern grid. Subsequent to a unit synchronization, its HP turbine control valve started hunting and
excited the 0.33 Hz oscillation in the grid which was reflected on the 765 kV tie line as shown in
figure 4.4.

nd

Figure 4.4: Undamped oscillation observed in the AC tie line on 2 July 2015 due to hunting of a generator in Southern
grid.
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Thus, the above events of negatively damped oscillation pose a question on the severity of 0.2 Hz
Oscillations. On a large scale, the inter-area oscillation has shown positive damping with a limitation
on the power flow quantity. However, the 0.2 Hz oscillation is susceptible to negative damping and
might get excited during hunting of any generators in WR and SR grid based on the experience
gained as shown above. The power flow on tie lines might increase sharply in such negative damping
condition and can pose a threat to system security.
A greater challenge to the system operator is the optimum utilization of the tie line capacity
between NEW and SR grid. The concern deals in analyzing the increase in the flow of tie lines causing
poor damping. This question can be answered either by a study of small signal stability for Indian
power system or through the analysis of measured data from Synchrophasor. However, it is possible
that during any generator hunting and large power transfer, both grids would experience severe
oscillations.

Inter-Area Oscillation 0.2 Hz and impact of Network Strengthening:
One classical question that whether the 0.2 Hz is a constant inter-area frequency that an operator
face and the answer is that it varies, depending on system configuration, Load-generation balance
and various other parameter of NEW and SR grid.

Figure 4.5: 0.2 Hz Inter-Area oscillation frequency since January 2014 to June 2015. Black curve represent the average
frequency of the oscillation in the month.
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Figure 4.5 shows the variation of inter-area oscillation mode of 0.2 Hz observed by the Oscillation
Monitoring system in Western region since its origin. The variation range has been observed is from
0.16-0.27 Hz in the initial month of synchronization with single circuit having an average frequency
of 0.2 Hz. The average frequency has subsequently changed from 0.2 Hz to 0.22 Hz with a gradual
change until June 2014. With the commissioning of 765 kV Raichur-Kurnool ckt on 14th June 2014
and 765 kV Solapur-Raichur second circuit on 30th June 2014 circuit in the month of June 2014, the
average frequency increased to 0.23 Hz. This further increased to 0.26 Hz with 765 kV AurangabadWardha D/C commissioning in the July’2014. After this no significant change has been observed i.e.
Commissioning of 765 kV Durg-Wardha D/C in Nov’14 and 765 kV Pune-Solapur S/C in March’15.
It was expected that commissioning of 765 kV Aurangabad-Solapur D/C twould change frequency of
oscillation significantly. When 765 kV Aurangabad-Solapur circuits were charged in the end of
Sept’15, oscillation frequency shifted to 0.34 Hz from 0.28 Hz. With the charging of 400 kV Kolhapur
–Kudgi D/C which is additional inter-regional tie links for Southern region from western region in
Nov’15, the oscillatory frequency observed is 0.35 Hz. Such large change is due to the strengthening
of the network, additional inter-tie lines and the changes in load generation with higher power flow
on the circuits tie links.

Summary
The 0.2 Hz inter-area mode of oscillation is one of the inherent modes of oscillations in the Indian
grid post synchronization of NEW and SR grids. The damping has been good so far, however, it can
be improved with the POD controller tuning of the various HVDC links and TCSCs. Further the PSS
tuning of generators will also help in contributing towards the damping of the oscillations. These
need to be taken up immediately by all the concerned stakeholders. The damping of 0.2 Hz will
improve significantly after the SR grid gets further interconnected with more ac lines to the NEW
grid.
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5 Small Signal Stability Criteria across the Globe
Introduction
Several Blackouts in the world in the past has been caused or accentuated by the Low frequency
oscillations. This signifies the importance of the inherent challenge of small signal stability in Power
system planning and operation. In view of this, many of the regulators, planners, reliability
coordinator and operators have included the low frequency oscillation and its damping in their grid
code, planning manual and operation manual. This section briefs out the summary of small signal
stability criteria adopted across the globe. In addition, it emphasizes the importance of such criteria
in Indian grid planning and operating procedure.

Small Signal Stability Criteria across the Globe
A detailed literature survey was done for finding the damping criteria adopted by various countries.
It was observed that in few cases that Reliability Corporation leaves it to the utility to decide the
damping criteria while in others it has been strictly specified. The relevant extract on small signal
stability of various countries is given below in streamlined order.
5.1.1

North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)

TPL-001-4: Transmission System Planning Performance Requirements: Studies shall be performed for
planning events to determine whether the Bulk energy system (BES) meets the performance
requirements in the associated table based on the given contingency list. For planning events P1 - P7:
Power oscillations shall exhibit acceptable damping as established by the Planning Coordinator and
Transmission Planner. (The P1-P7 are the contingency list for steady and dynamic study). [21]
Therefore, the Damping Criteria is left with the Planning Coordinator and Transmission Planner of
the respective area.
5.1.2

PJM Regional Transmission Planning Process

PJM ensures generator and system stability during its interconnection studies for each new
generator. In addition, PJM annually performs stability analysis for approximately one third of the
existing generators on the system. Analysis is performed on the RTEP baseline stability cases. These
analyses ensure the system is transiently stable and that all system oscillations display positive
damping with damping ratio consistent as given below. [22]
Acceptable Damping: Following the disturbance, the oscillations of the monitored parameters display
positive damping. The positive damping is determined with a damping coefficient calculation
algorithm. This characterizes the degree of positive (damped) or negative (undamped) damping
based on the damping trend, over the duration of the stability run, of the envelope of machine angle
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oscillation peaks. This trend can be observed by drawing an envelope connecting each succeeding
peak or valley of the oscillation of the monitored element. An acceptable oscillation envelope will
demonstrate a positive decay within the appropriate test period (normally 10 to 15 seconds). A
sustained oscillatory system response, even if slightly damped, will cause the system to be in a
vulnerable state and exposed to adverse impacts for subsequent changes to the system over some
prolonged time. To limit this system exposure PJM uses a 3% damping margin. Such positive damping
demonstrates an acceptable response by the system, and no further analysis is required. Failure to
meet the damping standard will require application of some combination of power system stabilizers,
excitation system upgrade and tuning, and system upgrade.
Therefore, PJM planning process uses a 3 % damping ratio criteria and if the system does not show
acceptable damping then PSS Tuning, Excitation system upgrade and its tuning is done in order to
meet the damping criteria.
5.1.3

ERCOT Planning Criteria

In conducting its planning analyses, ERCOT and each TSP shall ensure that, for any operating
condition in categories P1 through P7 of the NERC Reliability Standard addressing Transmission
System Planning Performance Requirements, ERCOT and each TSP shall ensure that power oscillation
within the range of 0.2 Hz to 2 Hz decays with a minimum 3% damping ratio. [23]
ERCOT planning criteria requires a minimum damping of 3 % in the system response during dynamic
stability studies.
5.1.4

AMEREN Transmission planning Criteria and Guidelines (For Illinois and Missouri)

Small signal analysis would show satisfactorily damped post-disturbance response with damping
ratios of 3% or higher with modeled excitation system parameters based on field-tested data.
Otherwise, damping ratios of 5% or greater would demonstrate satisfactory damping. [24]
Here, the post disturbance response should have 3 % damping otherwise it should be 5 % or more.
Further it may be noted that here damping criteria is based on the modelling of excitation system
based on field-tested data. So, simulation is performed with updated system model parameters.
5.1.5

ATC Transmission System Planning Criteria (For Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and Illinois)

Small Disturbance Performance Assessment: Small disturbance (e.g. switching) stability performance
criteria to be utilized by ATC will include the following characteristics. [25]


Unacceptable small disturbance performance consists of a response beyond the limits
described below. Unacceptable small disturbance performance indicates that a System
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Operating Limit (SOL) or an Interconnected Reliability Operating Limit (IROL) exists for the
Planning Horizon where improvements cannot be implemented in an appropriate timeframe.


With all generating units at their prescribed base case (normally full) real power output, all
units will exhibit well-damped angular oscillations [as defined below] and acceptable power
swings in response to a (non-fault) loss of a generator, transmission circuit, or transmission
transformer.



With all generating units at their prescribed base case (normally maximum) real power
output, all units will exhibit well damped angular oscillations [as defined below] and
acceptable power swings in response to a (non-fault) loss of any two transmission circuits on
a common structure.

Well-damped angular oscillations need to meet one of the following two criteria:
1. The generator rotor angle peak-to-peak magnitude is within 1.0 degree or less at 20 seconds
after the switching event.
2. The generator average damping factor for the last five cycles of the 20 second simulation is 15.0
percent or greater after the switching event.
( )

(

)

Here dn=(1-SPPRn)
SPPRn (Successive Positive Peak Ratio) is the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of a rotor angle
swing (nth cycle back from the 20 second simulation time) to the peak-to-peak amplitude of a
rotor angle swing on the previous cycle (n+1th cycle back from the 20 second simulation time).
d4=1 –p4/p5 , d3=1 –p3/p4 , d2=1 –p2/p3, d1=1 –p1/p2
Here a unique set of damping criteria based on rotor angle stability has been defined. The averagedamping factor is being calculated based on the rotor angle response observed during loss of a
transmissions line/ICT/generator or loss of a double circuit transmission line. This average-damping
factor should be less than 15 %.
5.1.6

CWLP Transmission Planning Criteria (For Illinois)

The term “stable” in the planning criteria is based on test 1-4 (four fault criteria defined in the
planning document) which means satisfactorily damped post-disturbance generating unit power
oscillations. (Damping ratio of 3% or higher with excitation system parameters, based on fieldtesting; otherwise, damping ratio to be 5% or higher). [26]
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Here, three phase fault, phase to phase to ground and single phase to ground fault under various
conditions are used where stable system means the damping is within 3 % with field-tested
generator dynamic parameter or 5 % otherwise.
5.1.7

Entergy Transmission Local Planning Guidelines and Criteria

While performing transient stability studies, the system is monitored for generator instability, voltage
dips, and proper damping of the oscillations. [27]
Small Signal Stability Studies: Although power system oscillations can be screened as part of
transient stability studies, in order to perform a detailed power system oscillation analysis, programs
such as SSAT are utilized. These programs can provide different modes (eigenvalues) in an oscillation
and the damping associated with the particular mode. Entergy’s criteria require a minimum of 5%
damping for all of the power system oscillations. The Entergy’s damping criteria is given below.
In all the stability studies, the power swings after the fault is cleared shall be analyzed for damping. A
minimum of 5% damping is required for the system to be secure. If the damping is less than 5%, it
should be flagged, and further investigation has to be performed to ensure that low damping would
not adversely affect the system reliability.
In Entergy, SSAT program is utilized to perform the Eigen value analysis to determine the damping of
modes. Further, the damping criterion during stability studies is to have a minimum of 5 % damping.
If the damping criterion is not met then further investigation needs to be done to ensure that low
damping is not going to reduce the system reliability.
5.1.8

Great River Energy (GRE) Transmission Planning Criteria

No unit will exhibit poorly damped angular oscillations or unacceptable power swings. All machine
rotor angle oscillations will be positively damped and calculated from the Successive Positive Peak
Ratio (SPPR) of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the rotor oscillation [28]. SPPR and the associated
Damping Factor will be calculated as:
SPPR = Successive swing amplitude / Previous swing amplitude and,
Damping Factor = (1 - SPPR) * 100 (in %)
The damping criteria are as follows (with increased damping required for higher probability events):
a. For disturbances (with faults): SPPR (maximum) = 0.95; Damping Factor (minimum) = 5%
b. For line trips: SPPR (maximum) = 0.90; Damping Factor (minimum) = 10%
The calculation of damping is based on successive positive peak ratios. In some cases, the SPPR
calculation fails due to a constant rate of change of rotor angles caused by a significant generation
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loss and resulting significant frequency change. In these cases, Prony analysis should be utilized to
calculate damping ratios on the appropriate modes of oscillation, and the damping ratio criteria
(equivalent to the damping factor criteria above) are as follows:


For disturbances (with faults): Minimum Damping Ratio = 0.81633 %



For line trips: Minimum Equivalent Damping Ratio = 1.6766 %

GRE has used the term SPPR and damping factor for determining the damping criteria in the system.
In case of Faults the damping criteria is 5 % while for line tripping it is set as 10 %. Further in case the
SPPR cannot be calculated during faults/line trip causing loss of generation/loss then prony analysis
to be used for damping where 0.8 % damping for faults and 1.6 % damping for line tripping has been
mentioned.
5.1.9

NSP-POL-Transmission Planning Criteria, Xcel Energy

Damping Criteria for Transient Stability Studies: When performing transient stability studies, the
following criteria apply to generator angle oscillations [29]:
a. The generator angles should always be positively damped
b. The successive peak ratio (SPPR), defined by SPPR=Successive swing amplitude / Previous
swing amplitude should be less than 0.95
c. The damping factor defined by %Damping factor = (1-SPPR)*100 should be at least 5%
The PSS/E model “DAMPCK” performs the calculation of damping based on successive positive peak
ratios. For cases where “DAMPCK” fails, prony analysis could be used to identify the modes. The
damping factors of the modes could be calculated using the following expression:
Damping ratio ζ= -σ/ √(σ2+ω2)
Where σ ± jω represents the mode and the frequency of the mode is given by ω/2π. The damping
ratio, for disturbances with faults, should be at least 0.0081633. The damping ratio, for disturbances
without faults, should be at least .016766.
In line with GRE, Xcel Energy is also using the same damping criteria for their system during transient
stability studies.
5.1.10 Southern Company Electric Transmission system (SCETC) Planning Criteria (Georgia)
The damping of power oscillations will be monitored for the stability simulations. Acceptable
damping is considered to be 3% or greater [30].
Acceptable damping criteria in SCETC is 3 % and above for stability studies.
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5.1.11 LG&E/KU Transmission planning Criteria (Kentucky and Virginia)
Damping Criteria: For contingency of categories, P1-P7 defined by LG&E/KU as per NERC reliability
standard, Power Oscillations shall exhibit acceptable damping as established by the Planning
Coordinator and Transmission Planner. This damping criteria is that the angular variation of a
machine must be tested showing visual damping for a five second run. If the angular variation is not
visually damped after the five second run, a 20 second run will be completed. If after the 20-second
simulation, the angular variation is still not visually damped, then the System will be determined to
be unstable. LG&E/KU examines the stability plots as part of the Stability analysis [31].
In LG&E/KU, The damping criterion is based on visual inspection of response based on 5 second and
20 second run.
5.1.12 Manitoba Hydro Transmission System interconnection Requirement
System Damping: Power system stabilizers or equivalent transmission control devices are designed to
have a positive damping effect on local generator oscillations as well as inter-plant and inter-area
oscillations. The power oscillation damping ratio is not to be less than 0.00816 for disturbances with
faults or less than 0.016766 for line trips in the MRO region. For disturbances within Manitoba, a
power oscillation damping ratio which exceeds 0.05 is acceptable, between 0.03 and 0.05 is marginal
and below 0.03 requires mitigation measures [32].
Here the utility follows the criteria that oscillation within MRO region should have 0.8 % damping for
faults and 1.6 % with line tripping. While within the Manitoba, damping acceptable limit is above 5%.
5.1.13 German Transmission Code
Steady-state stability (network oscillations) : Experience has shown that phase swinging and network
oscillations currently occur in the UCTE synchronous area at frequencies of 0.2 to 1.5 Hz. Phase
swinging and network oscillations shall lead neither to tripping of the protective equipment of the
generating unit, nor to a power reduction. Where required and requested by the network operator
for system reasons, generators may be provided after mutual agreement with facilities for damping
of phase swinging or network oscillations [33].
Steady-state stability is an essential prerequisite for operation of an electric power system, and must
be ensured at all times and at every working point. Steady-state stability is no longer ensured if,
during disturbance-free system operation, minor changes in system states (e.g. variations in power
transfers, switching operations) result in steady-state operation no longer being maintained and in
the occurrence of self-induced oscillations which may result in large-scale collapse of the system or
damage to the customer facilities.
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There is no specific damping criterion in the German Transmission code. However, code specifically
mention that phase swinging and network oscillation should not lead to protective equipment
tripping of generator nor any power reduction.
5.1.14 AEMC, Australia National Electricity Rules
Network Connection, Planning and Expansion: The power system should remain in synchronism and
be stable having Oscillatory stability i.e. in the absence of any contingency event, for any level of
inter-regional or intra-regional power transfer up to the applicable operational limit [34].
The halving time of any inter-regional or intra-regional oscillation, being the time for the amplitude
of an oscillation to reduce by half, should be less than 10 seconds. To allow for planning and
operational uncertainties, the power system should be planned and operated to achieve a halving
time of 5 seconds.
Damping of power system oscillations must be assessed for planning purposes according to the
design criteria which states that power system damping is considered adequate if after the most
critical credible contingency event, simulations calibrated against past performance indicate that the
halving time of the least damped electromechanical mode of oscillation is not more than five
seconds.
To assess the damping of power system oscillations during operation, or when analyzing results of
tests such as those carried out under clause 5.7.7 of the Rules, the Network Service Provider must
take into account statistical effects. Therefore, the power system damping operational performance
criterion is that at a given operating point, real-time monitoring or available test results show that
there is less than a 10 percent probability that the halving time of the least damped mode of
oscillation will exceed ten seconds, and that the average halving time of the least damped mode of
oscillation is not more than five seconds.
Here the criterion for damping is based on the reduction of 50 % in oscillation magnitude with 5 %
during planning and 10 % during the planning and operational uncertainties.
5.1.15 Power Water Network Technical Code and Planning Criteria (Northern territory in Australia)
Dynamic Stability: All electromechanical oscillations resulting from any small or large disturbance in
the power system shall be well damped and the power system shall return to a stable operating
state. The damping ratio of electromechanical oscillations shall be at least 0.1. For electromechanical
oscillations as a result of a small disturbance, the damping ratio of the oscillation shall be at least
0.5. In addition to the requirements, the halving time of any electromechanical oscillations shall not
exceed 5 seconds [35].
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Small-signal stability: Small-signal stability is assessed on the basis of the damping design criterion
which states that “System damping is considered adequate if, at any credible operating point, after
the most critical single contingency, simulations indicate that the halving time of the least damped
electromechanical mode of oscillation is not more than 5 sec. (The 5 sec. halving time corresponds to
a damping constant of 0.14 Nepers/sec.).”
Oscillation damping: All electromechanical oscillations resulting from any small or large disturbance
in the power system shall be well damped and the power system shall return to a stable operating
state. The damping ratio of the oscillations should be at least 0.5. For inter-area oscillation modes,
lower damping ratios may be acceptable but the halving time of such oscillations should not exceed
five seconds.
The northern territory in Australia has defined the damping ratio to more than 10 %. Under small
disturbance, it should be more than 50 %. In addition, a criterion of peak halving within 5 seconds is
further defined. For inter-area mode, lower damping i.e. less than 5 % is acceptable but it should
have halving of peak within next 5 seconds.
5.1.16 Kenya Grid Code
For stable operation of the power system, both in a satisfactory operating state and following any
credible contingency events damping of power system oscillations will be adequate. Damping of
power system oscillations shall be assessed for planning purposes according to the design criteria
which states that power system damping is considered adequate if after the most critical credible
contingency event, simulations calibrated against past performance indicate that the halving time of
the least damped electromechanical mode of oscillation is not more than five seconds. To assess the
damping of power system oscillations during operation, or when analyzing results of tests carried out
under clause 3.7.7 of the Grid Code, the network service provider and the System Operator shall take
into account statistical effects. Therefore, the power system damping operational performance
criterion is that at a given operating point, real-time monitoring or available test results show that
there is less than a 10% probability that the halving time of the least damped mode of oscillation will
exceed ten seconds, and that the average halving time of the least damped mode of oscillation is not
more than five seconds [36].
Here the criterion for damping is based on the reduction of 50 % in oscillation magnitude with 5 %
during planning and 10 % during the planning and operational uncertainties.
5.1.17 Malaysian Transmission System Reliability Standards, Tenaga Nasional
Following any disturbance the Damping Ratio of power, angle or voltage oscillation must not be less
than 5% [37].
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Therefore, In Malaysian grid, damping after any disturbance should be more than 5 %.
5.1.18 Croatian Grid Code:
The relative damping of the least damped oscillatory component of electromagnetic swings, the
predominant source of which is in the Croatian electric power system, shall not be lower than 0.05
.Exceeding of the value shall not lead to disconnection of a generating unit with the tripping of
protection, not to the reduction of the unit’s active power [38].
Croatian Grid code specified damping ratio to be more than 5 %

Summary
After a review of all the documents, it can be observed that, the damping criteria need to be an
integral part of the planning procedure. Further the planning model is based on model-validated
data for generators present in the system. Approximations are used only for the generators, which
will be added to the system, rather than for all the generators. This may be the reason that at the
planning stage the damping criteria are set as more than 5 % while in operational and planning
uncertainties it is set as more than 10 %. Another method for damping criteria includes SPPR, halving
of the peaks in given time interval, damping based on several time steps, visual inspection, damping
ratio calculation using prony analysis during load/generation loss response etc.

Conclusion
Based on the survey it is observed that more than 5 % damping criteria for line tripping and more
than 3 % damping criteria for faults is acceptable only in case the planners are using field-validated
data for modelling. In case of standard modelling, the criteria should be more than 10 % damping
under any circumstances; otherwise it should be more than 10 % for all type of oscillations and
should reduce its peak-to-peak ratio by 50 % in 5 seconds interval. Further, it should also match with
the system response observed in the real time provided as a part of the feedback by system
operator. Such criteria for Small signal stability study and damping ratio are required to be
introduced in Indian power system. These criteria need to be a part of the planning and operational
requirement. The oscillation of inter and intra area nature need to be identified and resolved
starting from planning phase only. While the inter and intra plant oscillation need to be suitably
addressed during planning as well as operational phase. Further how the criteria need enforcement
in planning as well as operational regime also need to be included in regulatory provision to help the
planners and system operator. In the next section, one case of small signal stability study on Western
regional grid is given. It will show case the need of model data submission and its validation for
Indian power system which is essential to perform such studies.
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6 Small Signal Stability Studies on WR Network
Introduction
Small signal Stability (SSS) studies are very essential to find out the low frequency oscillation modes
present in an electrical grid. They reveal important relationships among state variables of the system
and gives an insight into the electromechanical dynamics. In order to perform small signal stability
study, Eigenvalue analysis method is used as it helps in identifying poorly damped or unstable modes
in power system dynamic models.
Eigenvalue analysis and calculation of the Eigenvectors will be done for the system under study. It is
a well-established approach for studying the characteristics of inter-area modes in the large
electrical grid. From the Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues, frequency of LFO, its damping ratios and
other characteristic like mode shapes, energy, participation factor etc. can be easily determined. In
this chapter, an approach based on combination of measurement based and model based analysis
for studying the LFO is presented on actual power system.

Eigenvalue Analysis
The dynamics of the power system can be represented as coupled first order differential equations
and algebraic equations together called as differential algebraic equations. The power system
consists of many dynamic components such as generators, exciters, governors, power system
stabilizer (PSS), FACTS devices etc. Each of these components consists of several state variables on
which their dynamics depend. So, the differential algebraic equations for each power system
component can be represented in the form of state variables whose interaction and variation will
decide its response (output variables) for any change in the input to system (input variables). The
whole system then can be represented as a state-space representation, which is a mathematical
model of a physical system as a set of input, output and state variables related by firstorder differential equations. A state variable is one of the set of variables that are used to describe
the mathematical "state" of a dynamic system. Intuitively, the state of a system describes enough
about the system to determine its future behaviour. The first order differential algebraic equations
of the power system can be represented in a state space representation [10].
Let us consider a system having 2 state variables

and . Figure 6.1 shows the curve where various

operating points based on the two state variable of the system can be seen. For example, at some
instant an operating point has the coordinates as (

). While at some other instant the state

variable will change depending on the change in the system input.
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Figure 6.1: State Space representation

In a similar way, any system will be having a large number of state variables say n. Then the
operating point of the system represented in state space having n states will be a point in an ‘n’
dimensional space with the n-states as the axes. This is however not the unique way of representing
an operating point. However, it represents the whole information of the operating point. An
operating point can be defined by a very different set of state variables. However, standard practice
is to use the differential variables as the states.
Likewise the power system can also be represented by combination of operating point of all its
elements and can be shown as a point in an ‘n’ dimensional space where n is the number of states in
power system. For example, if a power system consists of n number of states

then

an operating point can be defined as a point in an n dimensional space whose co-ordinates
are(

). To obtain the state variables after a small change in system, system can be

linearized with assumption that for system remain unchanged after a small change.
To ease the understanding of state space representation, linearization and Eigenvalue analysis, an
example of classical model of generator is explained. In the classical model of generator,

and

are

the states. Equations of a generator represented as classical model is presented below:
(1)
(

)

(2)
(3)

Solving such a nonlinear set of equations for whole power system is extremely difficult and it will
take a large computing space and time. However, if it can be linearized at an operating point and
thereby the computational efficiency can be greatly improved. In addition, it is known that
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oscillations in system are basically due to small perturbation in the system that’s why the oscillatory
stability is also called small signal stability. Therefore, for small changes or perturbations in the
system, the power system can be assumed as linear. This forms the basis of utilization of state space
representation of system and solving them using linearization techniques to analyse to small signal
stability in the power system.
According to partial differentiation, a small change in system with state variable

, can be

expressed as:
(
Representing

as ̇ and

(

)

)

(

)

(4)

as ̇ and using the equation 4 , the following set of equations forms for

the classical generator model :
̇

(5)
̇

̇

(

)

(6)
(7)

For obtaining the system matrix, algebraic equations have to be removed. Therefore, if

in

equation 6 is replaced by equation 7, we get a set of two differential equations, which are linear in
nature. The state matrix for classical generator model can represented as:
[

̇
̇

]

[

][
̇

]

(8)
(9)

The matrix A is the system matrix of the classical model of the generator. For a particular operating
point, the values of

and

are the values at that operating point. Similarly, for higher order

models of the generator, exciters, governors, and PSS a system matrix can be formed for the entire
system by linearizing the equations of the system at an operating point and eliminating the algebraic
equations. It will be represented as,
̇
̇
(10)
̇
̇
[
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Here the subscript denotes the number of the generator, exciter, governor or PSS. Once “A” Matrix
is formed, its Eigenvalues, left and right Eigenvectors can be found out by solving it. The Eigenvalues
of the matrix A gives the inherent modes of the system. Further, it needs to be seen that which state
variables are contributing to the modes. It can be obtained from the participation factors.
Suppose

are the Eigen values of the system and the left and right Eigen vector matrices

are represented by

and

respectively, the participation factor is given by element by element

multiplication of left Eigenvector matrix and transpose of right Eigenvector matrix.
(11)
The one having the highest participation factor contributes the highest to the mode.

[

]

(12)

(13)
The columns represent the modes and the rows represent the states.
of

state in

denotes the participation

mode. Suppose the maximum participation of mode j corresponds to the speed of

the generator 1 then generator 1 contributes highest to mode j. It is with this method the generator
on which tuning is to be done for mode j is identified. Based on the generators participation in any
of the mode it can be decided for tuning exercise to carry out.
It was discussed in Chapter 2 that analysis based on measurement is difficult for inter-area and intraarea modes in power system compared to local oscillations. For such oscillation there is a need of
model based analysis to find out its nature and characteristic to devise methods to improve their
damping. Prior to proceeding to the analysis approach for such modes, first an over view of inter and
intra area mode is presented in next section.

Inter-Area and Intra-Area mode
As discussed in the section 2.2, electromechanical oscillation (low frequency oscillation) in power
system can be classified based on their observability and participation factors. These modes are
basically classified in following categories:
1. Inter Area Mode : 0.05-0.3 Hz
2. Intra Area Mode : 0.4-1.0 Hz
3. Inter Plant mode : 1.0 -2.0 Hz
4. Intra Plant mode : 1.5-3.0 Hz
5. Control Mode : Not defined
6. Torsional mode : 10-46 Hz
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Out of these first two are global modes and later two are local modes. In small systems, global
oscillations are observed due to interconnection with neighbouring areas and the local modes are
due to a single plant, whereas in very large grids global modes get sub-divided into inter-area and
intra-area. The inter-area mode is that mode where the whole system is subdivided into two
coherent groups of generators. While in intra-area mode, the generators in one of area gets
subdivided into two or more groups. The analysis of Inter and Intra area mode are crucial and these
two needs to be identified separately as the control action required for their damping improvement
are different.
In a large grid like Indian Grid, having approximately 275 GW of installed capacity ofsynchronously
connected generators scattered throughout Indian subcontinent, the term inter-area and intra–area
for Indian context can be distinguished by the fact that inter-area oscillation are oscillations where
one regional grid oscillates with other while intra-area means two systems within a regional grid are
swinging. Therefore, study has to be done to validate the presence of both types of modes and to
find out the action required for improving their damping.
The next section describes the methodology adopted for small signal stability study for Western
regional grid of India to find the intra-area mode in the system.

Small Signal Analysis of Western Regional Grid
In order to start with any Small signal stability analysis for power system, its load flow and dynamic
model have to be prepared. Load flow model represents the non-linear algebraic equation of power
system while the dynamic model describes the non-linear differential equations. The load flow
model of Indian power system is available in public domain prepared by POSOCO. The dynamic
model of Indian grid was prepared in the PSS/E software. PSS/E software is being used by system
operator and planners in India. Here the dynamic model data of synchronous generators, exciters
and governors, HVDC for each regional system was prepared. The data used for dynamic modelling
were either the data received from the generators as a part of connectivity agreement or the
standard model from CEA Planning criteria. In addition, the generators having same or nearly the
same MVA capacity were modelled based on standardization of the available model. The Western
region model was tuned first and small signal stability study was carried on the model.
PSS/E NEVA software has the capability of Eigenvalue analysis for performing small signal stability
study on large systems with the load flow and dynamic model [39]. It has three methods for the
Eigenvalue analysis of the system:
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1. QR Method: This method provides complete solution of the system but has a limitation of
solving system having only 2500 states.
2. Sub-space Inverse iteration Method: This method gives partial Eigenvalue solution for the
system.
3. Dominant Pole Method: This method gives partial Eigenvalue solution for the system.
The second and third methods are used for larger systems having more than 2500 state variables,
which can be found in the all the regional grid models except NER grid.
As this will be the first initiative in order to perform the Eigenvalue analysis on the large grid model
in India, various factors like model accuracies, time for simulation and further its validation has to be
considered. It was found that Western regional grid model is more tuned and can be used to
validate the study with intra-area mode of 0.56 Hz which has been observed in the Western grid.
This was also done in view of computational time involved in the sub-space Inverse
iteration/dominant pole method.
From the small signal stability study performed on western regional grid, it was observed that the
major dominant mode was 0.56 Hz having a damping of 5.8 %. This mode was then analysed in
detail and the next section present the detailed overview of this study.

0.56 Hz Oscillatory Mode Analysis
Western regional grid is the largest regional grid in terms of installed capacity. It is synchronously
connected to Eastern, Northern and Southern grid of Indian Grid. Western Region Grid can be
observed as a combination of three sub-systems as shown in figure 6.2:
1. Large power plants concentrated in Western part of the WR Grid
2. Large power plants concentrated in Eastern Part of the WR Grid
3. Loads concentrated in Southern Part of the WR Grid
Low Frequency Oscillations were observed on many occasions by PMUs in Western Region (WR) of
the Indian grid. Oscillatory mode of 0.56 Hz (0.55 Hz- 0.6 Hz) has been observed in the WR grid on
few occasions in the Synchrophasor data. In an attempt to find root cause of this mode, simulations
were carried out for the same operating point in for truncated Western Grid network, whenever
measurement based approach confirms the mode.
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Figure 6.2: Three Interconnecting system in the Western Regional Grid

6.1.1

Measurement Based Identification of 0.56 Hz oscillation observed on 12th August 2014 from
Synchrophasor data

On 12th August 2014 during the early morning hour the oscillation were observed in the Indian grid.
Severe oscillations in Western region were observed where western and eastern part generators
were oscillation in opposition with each other as shown in figure 6.3. As per the multiple signal
Matrix Pencil method analysis on Synchrophasor data, it is found that three coherent groups are
formed for 0.56 Hz mode, which is shown in Figure 6.3 as mode shape.

Figure 6.3 : 0.57 Hz Mode observed in grid and its mode shape based on measurement analysis using multi matrix pencil
method.

It can be seen from the mode shape for this particular mode that the western region grid generators
are forming three coherent groups, incidentally theses three groups are falling under following
geographical locations with in western region, same as shown in Figure 6.2:
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1. Large power plants concentrated in Western part of the WR Grid
2. Large power plants concentrated in Eastern Part of the WR Grid
3. Loads concentrated in Southern Part of the WR Grid
6.1.2

Dynamic Simulations for 0.56 Hz mode

To further establish this oscillatory mode presence in the grid, dynamic simulations were done on
WR model where a three phase fault for 100 ms on 400 kV Wardha-Parli 1st circuit was simulated to
find out the oscillatory mode in the grid. The frequency from the various nodes are plotted in figure
6.4 which was analysed with multi matrix pencil analysis to find the mode frequency and mode
shape.

Figure 6.4: 0.55 Hz Mode observed in Simulation during three phase fault for 100 ms on 400 kV Wardha-Parli 1 circuit
and the 0.55 Hz mode shape using multi matrix pencil method.

It can be observed that the major two coherent groups are:
1. Large power plants concentrated area in Western part of the WR Grid
2. Large power plants concentrated area in Eastern Part of the WR Grid
In addition, it was also observed that Boisar and Kalwa nodes are coherent with first group while
Solapur is in lying in between the two coherent groups. The reason for the slight change in coherent
groups can be may be attributed to the use of western regional truncated model.
6.1.3

Small signal stability study for 0.56 Hz mode

In order to establish the presence of this 0.56 Hz in the system, Small signal stability analysis was
done on the western region power system model using PSS/E NEVA software. It was found that the
system has dominant mode of 0.56 Hz. The mode shape from the Right Eigenvectors (for the bus
voltage angle), which gives the observability of the system, was computed and shown for the PMU
nodes in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 : 0.56 Hz Mode shape from small signal stability analysis of WR Grid

It can be seen that the coherent group observed are similar to coherent groups observed in real time
oscillation in the grid shown in figure 6.3 and the transient analysis simulation shown in 6.4. This
validates the presence of 0.56 Hz mode (observed as 0.57 Hz in real time and 0.55 Hz in transient
simulation) in the WR system. The overall damping of this mode as obtained from small signal
stability simulation was 5.8 %. Further from the mode shape it can be seen that oscillations are more
pronounced in CGPL, APL Mundra and Dehgam (Eastern Part) which is also seen in real time
oscillation and transient simulation.
In order to further investigate the observability, controllability and characteristic of this intra-area
mode, analysis were done on the various outputs from the Small signal stability, which is presented
in the nest section.

Observability, Coherency, Participation Factor and Residues of 0.56 Hz from Eigenvalue
analysis:
In the previous section, it was observed that 0.56 Hz is an intra-area mode present in the western
grid. In order to examine how the generators in Western region are oscillating and forming coherent
group, its Right Eigenvector was examined. The right eigenvectors gives the mode shape of the
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generators that helps in identifying the coherent group in the system. Figure 6 shows the rotor angle
mode shape for identification of coherent group in the system.

Figure 6.6: 0.56 Hz Mode shape of rotor angles of generators in WR Grid and coherent group

It can be seen from the mode shape that WR grid is having four coherent groups. These groups are
as following:
1. Large power plants concentrated area in Western part of the WR Grid
2. Large power plants concentrated area in Eastern Part of the WR Grid
3. Loads concentrated in South-Western Part of the WR Grid
4. Loads concentrated in Southern Part of the WR Grid
The third and fourth group is the subdivision of the third group that was discussed earlier shown in
figure 6.2. The magnitude of oscillation based on PSS/E NEVA is shown in figure 6.7 which shows that
maximum oscillation were observed in the CGPL, Vadinar and APL Mundra. In addition, generators of
Eastern part of the WR grid, which are phase opposition, are equally participating but their
magnitude is one fourth of what observed for CGPL, Vadinar and APL Mundra. Here positive and
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negative magnitude indicates the generator in left and right half of the plane when mode shape of
all generator rotor angle is shown in the polar plot. The mode shape is plotted w.r.t highest
magnitude generator that is CGPL and its phase is considered as zero. This helps in finding the
coherent group and other analysis. It can be seen that wherever the directionality is changing, on
one side generators in Southern part of WR Grid is there while on other side generators of South
Western part.

Figure 6.7: Mode Shape magnitude for 0.56 Hz from rotor angles of WR generators
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Based on phase angle from the mode shape of all these generators, the generators in the four
coherent groups are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Coherent group of generators based on the mode shape of 0.56 Hz from the generator
rotor angle from the PSS/E NEVA study
Coherent

Generators

Group
1

APL Mundra, CGPL Vadinar, Sugen, Ukai TPS ,SSP, Kakrapara, Gandhar,
Wanakbori, Kawas, Utran, GPEC, Gandhinagar, AECO

Phase Separation
0

-9 To 2

0

Korba East Extension, Korba West, Korba West Extension, Korba NTPC,
Korba East, DCPP, JPL Extension, Bango, Vindhyachal STPS, Lanco, Sipat,
JPL, DB Power, Vandana, ACBIL, Amarkantak, Tirora 400 Kv, RPL
2

Amrawati, Tirora 765 Kv, Bansagar 1, Bansagar 3, Bansagar 4,Bansagar
2, Amarkantak, Koradi, Birsinghpur, Bargi, Khaparkheda, Mauda, Pench,

0

-171 To -141

0

Paras, JP Nigrie, Chandrapur, Wardha, BLS TPS, Abhijeet, Sasan, GMR
Raipur, Rajghat, Madhikheda, EMCO, Satpura 220 kV, JP Bina, Eldari,
Satpura, Deepnagar, Parli
3
4

Indirasagar, Gandhisagar, Uran, Trombay, Bhira, Bhivpuri, Khopoli,
Ghatghar, Nasik, Dahanu, Tarapur
KDPH, Jaigad, Koyna, Koyna-12, Koyna 3, Malwa, Bhira, Omkareshwar

0

0

-47 To -22
0

0

-117 To -70

It can also be observed that the coherent groups 3 & 4 have generators from located in Western Part
Madhya Pradesh and generators from Western Maharashtra and Southern Maharashtra. These
generators show the axis where the directionality of Group 1 and Group 2 generators are changing
can be treated as boundary generators.
Similar mode shapes and coherent group were observed when mode shape of the frequency of the
various nodes and active power of the generators were analysed in details. This may be due to the
fact that f, P, δ parameters in an electrical system are interlinked with each other. While in Voltage
mode shapes of 400 kV nodes in the WR grid indicate two distinct groups i) Gujarat system and ii)
rest of WR grid.
It was confirmed that 0.56 Hz is present in the Western Regional Grid and forms four separate
coherent groups. In addition, it confirms that the generators in Gujarat are more susceptible to
these oscillations compared to rest of western regional grid. Further, the axis where the swinging of
these generators goes in phase opposition is also clearly understood in this section. In order to have
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a mitigation plan, the Controllability of 0.56 Hz Intra-Area Oscillation has to be studied in details
from the results of small signal stability.
6.1.4

Controllability of 0.56 Hz Oscillation

Right Eigen Vector provides the observability and mode shape of the system modes, which has been
used to find out various characteristics of low frequency oscillations. On the other hand Left Eigen
Vector provides the details about controllability aspect of the low frequency mode. It weighs the
contribution of the activity of the state variables in any mode. It shows how able a state variable is to
influence an eigenvalue. For example if a generator rotor angle has high influence on the oscillation
mode compared to other generator rotor angle then its control can result in either increase or
decrease in oscillation amplitude.
In order the find the controllability of Intra-Area mode of 0.56 Hz, the left Eigen vectors were
analysed for rotor angle and voltage magnitude. It was observed that voltage magnitude has lesser
contribution compared to the rotor angle. The rotor angle higher contribution reflects the need of
PSS tuning of the generators with higher magnitude. The rotor angle participation from the left Eigen
value is plotted in figure 6.8. From the figure, it can be seen that contribution from CGPL, APL and
Vadinar is much higher compared to other generators. Further, it may be observed that the large
generating stations located in eastern part of WR also need tuning.

Figure 6.8: Magnitude of Left Eigen vector for 0.56 Hz from rotor angles of WR generators
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6.1.5

Participation Factor

Left and right Eigenvectors are dependent on the state variables. Therefore, there is a need of a
quantity through which the controllability aspect can be designed, which is irrespective of the units.
For the same Participation factor is being used in the eigenvalue analysis. Participation Factor is a
measurement of relative participation of any state variable in any specific mode and is
mathematically expressed as the multiplication of left and right eigenvectors. It does not have any
unit and thus represent the controllability as well as observability of the power system state for
given mode shape. When participation factors were calculated for rotor angle and voltage, the
magnitude of rotor angle were high compared to voltage magnitude. The rotor angle participation
factor for 0.56 Hz is shown in figure 6.9. The rotor angle participation factor real part magnitude and
sign decide which generator tuning will cause damping improvement or reduction. The positive real
part signifies the generator whose PSS tuning will help in damping of the system. The figure 6.9
suggest that PSS tuning of CGPL, APL , Vadinar, SIpat , Ukai, DGEN, JPL and Sikka will have significant
impact on the damping of the intra-area mode.

Figure 6.9: Magnitude of Participation factor for 0.56 Hz from rotor angles of WR generators

Tuning of PSS based on Transfer Function residue
For PSS tuning of generators, the residues of the transfer function for the PSS has also been
calculated and shown in figure 6.10. The residues of input and output signal are used to determine
the various controller requirements in the power system for damping improvement. For PSS
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requirement, the input signal is the rotor speed and the output is the voltage magnitude. The
residue for determining PSS tuning is thus an open loop transfer function without PSS (Δ ω/ Δ Vref)
and the PSS phase compensation (the partial derivative) at the eigenvalue frequency. From figure
6.10, it can be inferred that the best places to damp oscillations with tuned PSS are CGPL, APL,
Vadinar, Sipat, Sasan, Ukai and Sugen.

Figure 6.10: Magnitude of Residue for open loop transfer function of PSS for 0.56 Hz

Conclusion
The chapter discusses how the analytics and real time measurement can be validated and an
approach for damping of intra-area mode can be developed. This exercise has provided the places
where PSS tuning exercise is a must for damping of oscillation within western region. Further, this
has also significantly helped in finding out the coherency in western region and their axis of
separation. This also specifies where the system can split in case of severe oscillations. On an overall,
the first attempt in finding a solution from the genesis of oscillations to its damping has helped in
understanding the very fabric of oscillation in Indian Grid.
The above section has put a way forward to the beginning of a new report on the need of dynamic
model for all equipment’s for performing such studies and their validated model in order to achieve
the near to actual system response from the simulation. The more detailed the model is, the better
we can find the root cause and remedial solution to the dynamic and transient stability issues in
power system.
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7 Conclusion
The above report has initiated the course of journey from a brief overview of oscillation in Indian
Power system followed by driving through the inter-area and interplant oscillation cases and finally
capturing the importance of analysis and validation using model and measurement. This report is a
way forward in the area of small signal stability analysis in Indian power system. It provides the
methodology by which the measurement and simulation based results can be brought to common
platform and analyze together to provide the optimum solution. It provides how small signal stability
can be enhanced in a power system.
The report has shown the various kinds of oscillations in the inter-area, intra-area and inter-plant
category observed in the Indian grid and analysis for finding root cause of such oscillations. IEEE
Technical Report [40] highlights the following “Several modern power-system advances are
making oscillations a more wide-spread concern. High-gain fast-acting excitation systems and
higher bandwidth speed governor systems are well-known for reducing damping torque
contributions from synchronous generators. Power System Stabilizer (PSS) control systems improve
the damping; but, they often have limited controllability of the lower-frequency interarea modes.
Larger power transfers across the grid often decrease the damping of the interarea modes.
Also, the increasing use of renewable energy with uncontrolled prime-mover sources adds to the
challenges of maintaining oscillatory stability. All of these issues are contributing to the decreasing
oscillatory stability of many modern systems.” These

oscillations have driven the need for

introducing the small signal stability studies at Planning level and damping criteria in the central and
state level planning criteria. In addition, the criteria for PSS tuning of generators is present in the
various regulation/standard; however its monitoring and duration need to be included in view
of the rapid transition in the generation and transmission sector in the Indian grid. Such activities
will help in enhancing the small signal stability of Indian power system.
This report has also highlighted the impact of modelling on the power system studies. The data
provided from individual generators to create a power system model and its analysis and cross
validation using real power system measurement has paved the way why the model submission,
verification and its validation is important. It also emphasises the need for reporting practices on
model data submission, verification and validation in Indian Power system.
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